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CEO LETTER
As we pass yet another milestone, I cannot help but look to our future and all the excitement
it holds. However, I am careful never to lose sight of our modest yet proud beginnings, which
brought us to this point. After all, to truly appreciate the success we enjoy today, we must
acknowledge the work of yesterday that has led us to this auspicious path.
I still recall how we started so humbly nine years ago. It all began with a small contract we were
awarded in a tent in the middle of Iraq one freezing night. We were commissioned only to paint
a wall, but little did I envisage at the time that a few short years later, our company would be
present all over the world, working in construction, real estate development, fisheries and
leading the way in the trading sector.
Our success over the years can be measured by our accomplishments: we completed over 370
projects in Iraq, working in the most demanding environments; we overcame the great challenges
that faced us in Afghanistan; and we started work in Djibouti, establishing an unmatched track
record and earning an outstanding rating from our clientsall the way to Sierra Leone.
.
We had the courage to realize a dream and launch a real estate development company in our
country, Lebanon. Thus far, we have successfully designed, built, marketed and sold numerous
properties, filling a niche in the market by providing compact, affordable apartments in the
heart of Beirut. We made the effort to listen to what the people wanted and are determined to
continue to meet their housing needs.
With our trading company, we have taken our years of combined professional experience and
expanded into new markets in Africa and the Middle East. A strong plan to expand has been
implemented and we expect to continuously make our products and services available in
countries across the globe. I am confident that our trading practices will grow to become one
of our leading divisions, and this motivates us with the passion and drive to work even harder.
I am proud to say that our many achievements are the result of the dedication and work ethic of
our employees, many of whom have been with us from the start of our great journey. Throughout
the years, they have demonstrated a shared vision of where our company is going as well as
the commitment to deliver to our clients the quality, dependability and first class service they
deserve.
Much appreciation is also extended to our clients, who have placed in us their invaluable trust.
Without their support, we would never have reached such heights. As such, our determination
to continue providing the best is unwavering. The more successful we become the more humble
and devoted we are to our customers, and the more committed we are to efficiency and
relentless improvement.
It is our promise that will not stray from this mantra, because we know that the moment we stop
doing the very things that got us to the top of the mountain, we will begin to slide down to the
valley.
Mustapha Ahmad
CEO
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HOW WE OPERATE
Trillium  Holding consists of three separate businesses, each with its own strategy and functionality,
yet with a shared vision and mission to provide clients with the very best. We conduct our day-today operations in an atmosphere of complete transparency and continuously produce prodigious
results for our valued customer base. Our primary concern is always to cater to the needs of our
clients, whether they be prospective home owners, building partners or consumers. We make it
an uncompromising priority to conduct all our business on time and within set budgets.

COMPANY PROFILE
Since its establishment, Trillium Holding has cemented its reputation as one of the leading
construction, real estate and trading companies in the Middle East and Africa. Consisting of
three major entities, Trillium Construction, Trillium Development and Trillium International,
Trillium Holding has successfully executed a vast array of major projects resulting in a portfolio
that reflects unparalleled quality, professionalism and expertise.
Today, Trillium Holding employs a multinational team of more than 200 highly qualified staff
and specializes in providing turnkey solutions in the fields of design-build, construction, logistics
and supply, power generation, infrastructure and architectural services, among others. The
main headquarters are located in Beirut, Lebanon, but the company’s scope is far reaching, with
offices also in Iraq, Afghanistan, Morocco Sudan, and Djibouti.
Trillium Holding enjoys an impressive track record for delivering large scale challenging projects
on time and within pre-defined budgets, both locally in Lebanon, internationally and Kurdistan
Region and Sierra Leone. Maintaining an acute awareness of market needs, the company is able to
consistently meet the individual demands of its customers and provide comprehensive products
and services that cater to their needs. Customer satisfaction is one of the organization’s main
priorities, which is why team members go to great lengths to pay detailed attention to every
stage of operations, applying methodical planning to the minutest of specifications.
At Trillium Holding, promises are not merely made, but kept. The company is able to maintain
an incomparable level of excellence and meet high expectations because of the dedication and
expertise of its people. In addition to their exemplary individual qualifications, staff members are
provided with training and development programs to ensure the continued prominent standing
of Trillium Holding within the various sectors in which it operates.
In addition to its talented team, the company attributes its growth and profitability to the
innovation, technical enhancement and flexibility with it approaches the varying needs of the
international and local markets. Trillium Holding’s professional status is of extreme importance,
which is why it stead fastly abides by a transparent value system that instills integrity and honesty
in all aspects of its business. It is understood that the trust of clients must be earned and, thus,
Trillium Holding has time and again proven its reliability and consistency, and will continue to do
so in the future.
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Whatever the task at hand, we assemble the right team to seamlessly carry out the job and
manage the process from beginning to end. We provide in-house and external training for
personnel when necessary to ensure that each project is completed by the most skillful talent
on the market.
In addition to our main areas of business revolving around real estate, construction and trading,
we also provide auxiliary services that include the following:
•
Start-up assistance
•
Project scheduling
•
Contract administration
•
Method analysis
•
Design services
•
Building support and earth works
•
Excavation support
•
Landscaping
•
Geological analysis
•
Cofferdams
•
Machinery and heavy equipment
•
Foundations
•
Cost projections and auditing
•
Special concrete forming systems
•
Maritime structures
•
Steel erection devices
To ensure that our products and services are accessible to our customers around the globe,
Trillium Holding operates a network of offices across the Middle East and Africa. Each office is
staffed with professionals who have the training, experience and resources to expertly complete
all projects with the utmost proficiency. Such high standards are instituted at all Trillium offices,
with the combined efforts of the management and administration demonstrating an impeccable
level of efficiency and professionalism.
Senior managers are involved at every level of execution for each project so that the proper
resources are applied when and where necessary. District managers are charged with reviewing
each estimate and contract, and overseeing the overall financial performance of the area under
their jurisdiction.
At Trillium   Holding, we believe in developing and fostering in-house skill and talent to complete
all our projects. By being self-sufficient and relying on a labor force that we have recruited
and trained, our team is better able to control fundamental factors that lead to the successful
completion of a job, including cost, scheduling, quality and safety.
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OUR PEOPLE

MISSION AND VISION

Trillium Holding has managed to maintain its high standards because of the people that
have been the building blocks of the company’s success. Every member of our staff, whether
part of Trillium Development, Trillium Construction or Trillium International, has the desire
and motivation to excel in their respective fields of business. Many of our project engineers,
administrators and foremen have gone on to become shareholders, which has intensified their
dedication and commitment to see the company prosper.
For each development project or business transaction that we oversee, a reliable team of
managers possessing the skill and know-how is assigned according to the specific requirements
at hand. As such, the most qualified and dependable people to best handle the job are always
up to the task. Furthermore, to keep all employees up-to-date on the latest innovations in the
industry, Trillium Holding invests heavily in employee training and development programs.
To guarantee that we retain only the most qualified and responsible personnel, we promote
from within and award advancement solely based on merit. With such stringent policies in
place, it should come as no surprise that Trillium Holding manages to sustain an unmatched
performance record. It is for this reason that we have been able to make a name for ourselves as
the go-to people for the most challenging construction, real estate and trading projects. In turn,
this has led to our ever increasing customer base, which has grown in conjunction with our own
business expansion.
In recognition of the hard work practiced by our staff, we are as committed to them as we are
to our clients. The overall development of our employees as well as their job security, safety at
work and general well-being are a primary concern. The great lengths we to go to foster such
strong relationships with our staff is reflected the loyalty and quality of expertise demonstrated
by all Trillium Holding employees.  
As a result of the great lengths we go to care for our staff, the work environment at Trillium
Holding is like that of a close-knit family. Their safety while on the job is part of our core values,
and the highest security measures on par with international standards have been in practice
since the company’s inception.
We set safety goals that are communicated to all personnel and analyze possible hazards that
could occur to implement immediate response protocol. We assign safety managers to enforce
our measures and develop awareness campaigns that we extend on-site for construction
projects. Consequently, we are proud to boast a safety record that is consistently better than
the industry standard.  
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Success is a relative term and can mean a great many things to different organizations.
At Trillium Holding our success is measured through three inter-related key elements: profitability
as well as the satisfaction of our clients and personnel. Our people allow us to provide superior
services and products to our clients, who come to us because they know that we have the
resources and expertise to complete business transactions to the highest standards, which in
turn makes us profitable. Following this straight-forward logic, our vision and mission encompass
the ideals and philosophy that allow us to continue to bring forth better business practices.
Vision
To develop and construct groundbreaking projects worldwide in the fields of construction and
real estate as well as carry out exemplary trading operations while simultaneously providing
quality and dependability that sets the standard in the industry.
Mission
To be leaders in our fields of operation, we aim to provide quality construction and engineering
services in the Middle East and Africa and to form long-term relations with valued clients and
partners. We will work tirelessly to meet the highest possible standards of quality and service to
ensure clients are always satisfied with the end result. We will continue to hone our technical and
manual capabilities and expertise to explore new horizons, expanding our business operations
and increasing our customer base. We will never waver on our core values of hard work,
commitment, quality, excellence and respecting budgets and schedules. We will consistently
be prepared to work in challenging conditions and promise to always provide the best possible
solutions to meet the needs of our clients.
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BUSINESS WITH US
Trillium Development has carried out a wide variety of construction works in Iraq, Afghanistan,
Djibouti and Guinea We are known for construction projects such as bridges, transit projects,
designs, renovations, military bases, power plants, etc.
Trillium Construction is a general contracting firm specializing in Engineering Designs, Estimation,
and Construction. We also undertake special supplies and offer logistics support. We have service
partners who work with us as a team, providing necessary support at all levels.Trading Services:
Trillium International provides a wide range of trading services, covering the trade market all
over the Middle East and North Africa. With a reliable, diversified and innovative approach, our
full service trading commodities are guaranteed, thanks to our technical tools, the solid and
resourceful background and our core group of dealers.
Reputation and Experience
Trillium Construction is one of the leading construction firms in all of the Middle East and North
Africa. We operate from more than 10 district and area offices within the country. We have also
established operations in Lebanon, Afghanistan, Morocco, Sudan, Djibouti, Kurdistan Region and
Sierra Leone with offices in Beirut, Kabul, Casablanca, Juba ,Djibouti City, Erbil, Freetown and
Basra. respectively. We offer extensive engineering and architectural services. We have a proven
track record for delivering large and challenging projects on time and within budget.
Trillium’s approach to detailed and methodical planning translates into “no surprises” for our
clients. As employee-owners, our people are dedicated, have high expectations based on the
company’s past successes, and bring a sense of purpose to every project. Our employee training
and development programs are among the best in the industry.
Trillium Holding is successful because we have people with the ability and desire to build exciting
and challenging projects. Our people have a drive to excel and the willingness to accept new
responsibilities. We have the initiative to explore new ideas and seek better solutions. Our
people are enthusiastic, hardworking and committed to quality and excellence.
On the basis of a demonstrated track record and a long-term commitment strategy, most of our
project engineers, administrators and foremen have become company proprietors. With their
commitment and loyalty, they grew up in and with the business, and made it prosper to reach
the highest standards.
After our people, comes our professional standing. Honesty and integrity are fundamentally
practiced; they have earned us the trust of our clients. Right-on-time, reliability and consistency
are the mottos leading the commitment to our business reputation.
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MANAGEMENT APPROACH

TECHNICAL APPROACH

Trillium Holding operates well-established network of offices. Each office is staffed with
professionals who have the training, experience and resources to get the jobs done. Mercury’s
offices operate in local markets under the direction of experienced managers who, in turn,
are backed by the best senior managers in the business. This organization adds a wealth of
management know-how and strength to each project. Senior managers are involved from
the onset of each project to ensure that proper resources are assigned and available. District
managers are available to review each estimate and contract and have bottom-line responsibility
for the district’s overall financial performance.
Trillium Holding force to perform work activities. Self-performance allows for greater control
over fundamental success factors including cost, schedule, quality and safety, because tasks are
controlled by a single responsible source.

SECURITY AND SAFETY
Trillium Holding has enlisted the cooperation of several leading local service companies as
strategic partners. This enables us to assist with the growth of skilled and unskilled personnel,
create a lot of local employment hence giving back to the community that we are working in,
so that they share in the success of each project. This way, we are able to complement internal
expertise and meet up contract expectations and deadlines.
We assemble the right team of designers and engineers for each individual project and manage
the process to deliver the completed project successfully. In-house and external training of
personnel is usually carried out for each project.
Typical services or support may include but not restricted to project support, start-up assistance,
project scheduling contract administration, method analysis, design services, building support
and earth works. Also, excavation support, landscaping, geological analysis, cofferdams,
machinery and heavy equipment, foundations, cost projections and auditing, special
concrete forming systems, maritime structures, steel erection devices, etc. A combination of
partnership models have been used successfully in many of our projects.
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We provide and guarantee adequate and necessary security and safety plan.
Safety has been a core value and a part of our culture for decades and Trillium Holding is
committed to the highest standards of safety and security performance possible and consistent
with sound construction practices.
As a result,Trillium ’s safety record is consistently better than the industry average. Our extensive
safety program reflects our belief that people are Trillium’s most valuable asset. Safety is a
determining factor in almost every facet of Trillium’s work, including productivity, reputation,
employee relations, and financial results. Trillium Development goes that extra mile to impress
upon every employee that safety always comes first.
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COMPANY NAME: Trillium Development Group SAL
SECTOR: Real Estate Development
COUNTRY: Lebanon
COMPANY NAME: Avenue Tower SAL
SECTOR: Real Estate Development
COUNTRY: Lebanon

OUR COMPANIES

COMPANY NAME: Trillium Construction
SECTOR: Construction
COUNTRY: Iraq & Africa
COMPANY NAME: Grosvenor Investment Corporation
SECTOR: Real Estate Development
COUNTRY: Africa

COMPANY NAME: Trillium Holding SAL
SECTOR: Real Estate Development, Construction, Trading, Mining, Energy, Oil & Gas
COUNTRY: Lebnon Head Office
COMPANY NAME: Trillium Sales & Marketing Off Shore SAL
SECTOR: Sales & Marketing
COUNTRY: Iraq
COMPANY NAME: Trillium Group Off shore SAL
SECTOR: Real Estate Development and Construction
COUNTRY: Iraq
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COMPANY NAME: Trillium International off shore SAL
SECTOR: Real Estate Development and Trading
COUNTRY: Africa
COMPANY NAME: Barekat Amal Off shore SAL
SECTOR: Construction
COUNTRY: Iraq
COMPANY NAME: Atilla SAL
SECTOR: Real Estate Development
COUNTRY: Lebanon
COMPANY NAME: IMD SAL
SECTOR: Real Estate Development
COUNTRY: Lebanon
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LEBANON REAL ESTATE

DEVELOPMENT
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DEVELOPMENT

LEBANON REAL ESTATE

DEVELOPMENT
Catering to a wide and varying customer base, Trillium Development is a leading real estate
development company that has made a name for itself by providing property owners with
efficient, high quality and affordable homes. As leaders in their field, the company’s portfolio
consists of completed and ongoing projects in Lebanon and North Africa, with plans to venture
into further markets in the near future.  
Trillium Development currently has offices in Lebanon, where the real estate projects
undertaken are geared towards providing high-end residences that are as cost effective as
they are accommodating to our clients. In fact, it is our unfailing ability to meet the stringent
requirements of an increasingly demanding market and a diverse clientele with different needs
that allows us to constantly be at the top of our game, reinventing the real estate sector as we
progress and grow.
Our advancement and profitability over the years have been achieved through our innovative
approach to business as well as our use of the most modern technologies and an innate ability to
adapt to various changes and fluctuations in the international markets. The projects completed
by Trillium Development speak for themselves, featuring apartments constructed with the best
architectural designs, materials and finishing available. We always go a step further by providing
amenities and personal touches that far exceed expectations.  
Through a prodigious work ethic and by providing first class products as well as high quality
finishing and unparalleled customer service, Trillium Development has become a name
synonymous with excellence and dependability. We understand that we don’t just make
properties, we make homes.
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Building Description – Residential
•
Thirteen floors
•
Eleven typical floors
•
Two duplex penthouses on the 12th and 13th floors
Facilities
•
Three parking spots for each apartment
•
Twelve parking spots for visitors
•
Indoor swimming pool
•
Fully equipped gym
•
One storage/driver’s room
•
Four basements
Apartment sizes
•
Simplex: 290 square meters  
•
Penthouse: 510 square meters

Built to provide the finest living accommodations for the modern family, the Palacio is a deluxe
residential building ideally situated in Beirut’s prestigious Verdun neighborhood.
Overlooking a vibrant commercial and retail area, where restaurants, five-star hotels and designer
boutiques stand side by side, the Palacio not only offers a high standard of living, but also a fulfilling
lifestyle. Made up of two wings, east and west, each hosts eleven 290 square meter spacious
apartments, with the last two floors reserved for two 510 square meter duplex penthouses. All 24
residences provide breathtaking panoramic views of the city and the sea, and feature finishing of the
highest quality. Other topnotch amenities include a large parking area, with three spots assigned to
each resident, an indoor swimming pool and gymnasium as well as a state-of-the-art security system,
to name but a few.
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V Verdun residential
DEVELOPMENT

LEBANON REAL ESTATE

The residential accommodation is distributed over 11 storeys between the 5th and 15th floors,
2 apartments to each storeys providing 22 spacious living areas.
The apartments offer size options varying between 216 sqm and 250 sqm in area.
Accessed via the stairwell and 3 high speed elevators all located in the sumptuous and imposing
ground floor vestibule.
Internally each apartment features the following carefully designed appointments:
•
3 master bedrooms all with en suite bathroom facilities and walk in wardrobes.
•
Living room
•
2 reception salons with large balcony and dining area.
•
Guest washroom
•
Maid’s room with washroom
•
Kitchen with balcony
•
Large entrance hall and elevator lobby.
Additionally the 2 apartments located on level 5 boast garden terraces with water features,
increasing the unit sizes to 363 sqm and 441 sqm for the one with a southerly aspect and the
north facing apartment respectively.
The roof top on leve1 16th features garden areas and swimming pools for the exclusive use of
residents occupying the 15th level.
Commercial
The commercial interest in this mixed development is comprised of office space and the retail
outlets of the shopping centre, constructed over 6 levels from the 1th basement area through
to the 4th floor, thus and:
•
3 levels of retail space totalling 3,343 sqm.
•
1 level of open plan office space measuring 1,076 sqm, which includes 190 sqm of
terrace and roof garden.
•
1 level of open plan office space measuring 835 sqm.
The complex is completed with 5 additional underground levels in basements 2 to 6, providing
a generous secure car parking area of 6,190 sqm.

Busy, vibrant & exciting, Verdun epitomises a certain lifestyle which we sought to reflect of our latest
ambitious project. “La Vie Verdun” became our working title which finally evolved into V Verdun.
V Verdun is a new modern complex comprising an ambitious mix of shopping
centre, office space, car parking and 22 large 3 master bedroom apartments, the development
presented over 23 levels on an old site on the famous Verdun street itself, at the junction of Bachir
Kassar street.
Meticulously designed, the entire concept is based on living, working and taking ones leisure in a
spacious, light and airy, open environment for discerning public seeking affordable luxury in the heart
of vibrant Verdun, in the heart of exciting Beirut, with easy and convenient access to all that Lebanon
has to offer.
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There are 3 retail areas found in the complex, 1 located in the basement area and 2 above
ground level.
The 3 en suite bedroom residential apartments are presented over 16 floors with 2 apartments
per floor. Appointed with luxurious interiors, these approx. 160sqm homes are finished with an
array of amenities and exclusive lifestyle. Each apartment on the first residential level comprises
183.6sqm of apartment area and 233sqm of terrace area and water features.
Vermelho’s design also incorporates 4 underground parking levels to accommodate for 2
parking spaces per apartment and additional spaces for visitors.
Additionally the rooftop penthouse of 227.6sqm is equipped with a garden terrace and
swimming pool which also cover an area of 140sqm. Stunning views of Hamra, the sea and the
city are there for you to enjoy when dining al fresco on those balmy summer nights in Beirut.

“VERMELHO, A CONTEMPORARY
BUILDING OF LANDMARK DESIGN IN
BEIRUT’S POPULAR MAGNET.”
Amidst Hamra’s vibrant, trendy ambience
emerges Vermelho, a contemporary building
with a remarkable touch.
This beautiful modern complex of both
residential apartments and retail outlets
emerges in the neighbourhood that never
sleeps and caters to what Hamra epitomizes;
from well- renowned, high- street retail outlets
to art exhibitions to festivals to 24/7 coffee
shops to street expressions.
“THE LOCATION IS TRENDY, VIBRANT,
ECLECTIC, AND ENTHUSIASTIC.”
Vermelho is located in a prime location on
Hamra Street in Beirut city. Apart from being
surrounded by trendy boutiques, coffee shops,
bars, supermarkets, and restaurants; the
Central Bank, the Ministry
of Tourism, the American University of
Beirut, the Lebanese American University,
the American University Hospital, Raouche
and other landmark buildings are all of close
proximity.
Solidere, Verdun and Achrafieh are easily
reached and the Rafic Hariri International
Airport is less than 20 minutes away via the
highway.
All of Beirut’s amenities and all of Lebanon are
readily accessible toVermelho’s residents.
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Building Description – Residential
BLOCK A
•
Twenty-five floors, two apartments on each floor
•
1st-14th floor: three bedrooms  (approx.173-200 square meters)
•
15th-20th floor : two to three bedrooms (approx. 147-173 square meters)
•
21st-25th floor: two bedrooms (approx. 141 -147 square meters)
BLOCK B
•
Twenty floors, two apartments on each floor
•
1st-15th floor: two to three bedrooms (approx. 147-173 square meters)
•
16th-20th floor: two bedrooms (approx. 141 -147 square meters)
Facilities
•
One parking spot for each 141sqm and 147sqm apartment
•
Two parking spots for each 173sqm and 200sqm apartment
•
Four basement levels: one floor for facilities and three floors for parking
•
Three high speed elevators per building
•
A garden, indoor swimming pool and gym exclusively for residents
Building Description – Commercial
The commercial building is consisted of four basements out of which three basements
are reserved for parking spaces and one for retail shops, ground floor and mezzanine for
showrooms (including the 1st basement), and six floors for offices and one terrace 1st
offices floor.

The Project is located in Beirut along the idyllic Pierre El Jemayel Boulevard. Consisting of three
contemporary buildings, the impressive development is surrounded by luscious greenery and is easily
accessible through several entry points. The first two buildings are residential high-rises: Block A
consists of 25 stories and Block B, 20 stories. Each building offers three/ four different types of units –
ranging between two and three bedrooms – that are designed to maximize space for a sophisticated
yet functional interior. The third building is reserved for commercial use and is separated from the
residential area, featuring its own access points. The neighboring districts are suitable to both
residential and commercial purposes, with malls, cinemas, schools, universities, hospitals as well as
other facilities only minutes away.
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•
Total area of the commercial building is consisting of approx. 10,015 square meters
(excluding the parking areas which are available over three basements below the commercial
building with total of 5,850 square meters)
•
Three basements on level 4B, 3B & 2B of 1,950 square meters each (total of 5,850 square
meters) that can afford the total of 160 cars
•
1st basement on level 1B of total sellable area of 2,000 square meters that will be used
as basement for the showrooms on the ground floor
•
The total sellable area of showrooms on ground level is 1,712 square meters
•
The total sellable area of showrooms on mezzanine level is 1,142  square meters  
•
The total sellable area of showrooms on 1st basement, ground floor, and mezzanine and
level is 4,854  square meters  which can house up to six showrooms over three levels
•
The total area of  the six floors offices is 5,161 (including 211 sqm terraces area) square
meter distributed as follows:
1)
The total sellable area of the 1st offices floors is approx. 978 square meter (including 85
sqm terraces area) and on the 2nd offices floors is approx. 893 square meter
2)
The total sellable area of the 3rd offices floors is approx. 889 square meter (including
63 sqm terrace area) and 4th offices floors is approx. 826 square meter
3)
The total sellable area of the 5th offices floors is approx. 819 square meter (including 63
sqm terrace area) and 6th offices floors is approx. 756 square meter  
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Beauty, functionality, suitability... these three words define the very spirit and foundation of ISOCELE,
a modern and impressive high rise commercial complex which consists of 19 floors of office spaces, 3
floors dedicated to retail and 6 car parking basement levels that carry a total of 280 spaces - 162 for
offices and retail shops with an extra 118. In all, ISOCELE boasts being built up to very high standards
of quality, reliability and comfort.
ISOCELE – named from the equally measured and triangular shape of the land on which it was built –
demonstrates exquisite execution of one of the most challenging building designs. It is simply a sight
to behold.
From its excellent arrangement of spaces and contemporary layout, the ISOCELE concept produces
an interesting mix of retail shops and office spaces, masterfully adapted to create a dynamic and
stimulating business environment for you.
ISOCELE is strategically located in a highly urban area on the main street of Sami El Solh in Beirut,
with easy access to major destinations within and outside Beirut.
Some places of interest just minutes away from ISOCELE include educational establishments, shopping
centers, museum, hospitals, restaurants, syndicates and banks. There are a number of educational
establishments in the immediate area like the Lycee Francais School which is just three minutes away.
Similarly, the USJ, AUST and Sagesse Universities are five minutes away. In addition, ABC Ashrafieh
Mall, Galaxy Mall, Beirut Mall, Sodeco Square and the famous City Centre Shopping Mall opening in
2013 are just round the corner
To top that, you are only ten minutes away from Habtoor, Le Mall and Downtown, Verdun, while the
sea, mountain, Raific Hariri international airport and sea port are all easily and speedily accessible. To
add icing to the cake, various boutiques, coffee shops and very good restaurants surround ISOCELE
offering you the wonderful tastes and delights of Beirut.
So, whether you crave a nice meal, love to shop, take in history or wish to stay close to your needs and
various public and private business concerns, while still enjoying extensive and un-interrupted views
of the city, ISOCELE is the place for you.
You want advantage, ISOCELE gives you position…
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Office Spaces:
Office spaces within ISOCELE offer a magnificent blend of quality, style and functionality.
Spacious, modern and well laid out, these finely finished office units will provide answers to
your every need - whether you are a new business looking for space to accommodate your
growing number of employees, or an established company simply searching for better space.
Office spaces cover Level 2 to Level 20 of the building.
With a total number of 71 office spaces covering 19 floors, ISOCELE offers:
•
Office spaces ranging in size from 63 sqm to 193 sqm.
•
Total built up office space area of 6599 sqm.
•
280 available car parking spaces for offices and retail areas.
•
Office floors at 19th and 20th levels can be sold as one pentoffice.
•
Pentoffice floor with a terrace area of 95 sqm.
•
Expandable design which enables more offices to be added horizontally to existing
offices.
Retail Outlets:
Retail spaces within ISOCELE were particularly designed, suitable and fit for purpose and are a
pleasant yet affordable response to the need for an attractive, spacious and cosy environment
for customers. ISOCELE shows the understanding that people want their business premises
to inspire and delight. There are 14 Retail spaces within ISOCELE which cover 3 floors (1st
basement, the ground floor and the 1st floor) and offer shop owners with significant added
value including:
•
Shop spaces ranging in size from 171 sqm to 331 sqm.
•
Total built up retail shop area of 3675 sqm.
•
Plan for each shop owner to own spaces laid (vertically) upon each other covering 3
levels.
•
Prime location for high customer traffic
•
Proximity to residential and commercial areas
•
280 available car parking spaces for offices and retail areas
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Building Description
•
Five floors
•
Three typical floors
•
Three duplex penthouses on the fourth floor
Facilities
•
Two parking spots for each apartment
•
One storage/driver’s room
•
Two basements
•
Retail shops located on ground floor
Apartment sizes
•
Simplex: 240 square meters
•
Penthouse: 400 square meters

Offering the comfort and modernity of a hassle-free 21st century lifestyle, Mercury Residence is in
a prime location in the center of the Bir Hassan district of Beirut. Twelve apartments, ranging from
240 to 400 square meters in size, are built over five floors, each featuring all the conveniences and
amenities necessary for high-end living. A spacious underground parking is available for residents,
with spaces also reserved for visiting guests. The surrounding greenery is beautifully landscaped and
the neighboring Golf Club provides easy access to a multitude of leisure activities. The building is also
in close proximity to various schools, universities, hotels, hypermarkets and some of the city’s most
exclusive restaurants and shopping malls. Rafik Hariri International Airport is only 3.5km away and
the exclusive Downtown district can be reached in mere minutes.
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Building Description
•
Sixteen floors
•
Thirteen simplex typical floors of 265 square meters each
•
One simplex apartment of 310 square meters on the 14th floor
•
One duplex penthouse on the 15th and 16th floors
Facilities
•
Two parking spots for each apartment
•
Two basements
•
One storage/driver’s room
Apartment sizes
•
Simplex: 265 square meters and 310 square meters
•
Penthouse: 517 square meters

Conveniently located in the Jnah area of Beirut, the 16-storey Ambassador Residence is in close
proximity to the Rafik Hariri International Airport, various schools and universities, hypermarkets
and shopping districts. With a sophisticated design that offers residents comfort and privacy, each
simplex apartment is either 265 or 310 square meters in size, with the duplex penthouse occupying
517 square meters of space. The first 13 floors are reserved for the simplex apartments, while the
14th level features the larger apartments and the last two floors consist of the penthouse. Amenities
include two basements, two parking spots for each resident as well as a storage or driver’s room.
The masterfully constructed exterior is complemented by the premium finishing of the interior, which
combined provide a superior living environment.
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Building Description
•
Five floors
•
Three typical floors
•
Four duplex penthouses on the 4th floor
Facilities
•
Two parking spots for each apartment
•
Three basements
•
One storage/driver’s room
•
Retail shops on the ground floor and on the 1st basement floor
Apartment sizes
•
Simplex: 175, 225 and 235 square meters
•
Penthouse: 375 square meters

Ideally situated in the middle of the Bir Hassan district of Beirut next to the exclusive Golf Club
is the Golf Residence. Only minutes away from the Rafik Hariri International Airport and the posh
Downtown area, the residential building rises five stories high and offers a high standard of living
with each of its 16 spacious and contemporary apartments. Divided into two separately constructed
east & west wings, the first three floors of the east wing feature simplex apartments of 225 and 235
square meters in size and the first three floors of the west wing feature simplex apartments of 175
and 235 square meters in size. The fourth and fifth levels house the duplex penthouse, which offers
375 square meters of deluxe living space. For the convenience of residents literally at their doorstep,
the ground floor consists of retail shops. Several amenities add to the appeal of this exclusive address,
including three basements out of one basement is reserved for retail showrooms of total area of
740 square meters and two basements for parking spaces. Two parking spaces are provided for each
apartment as well as one storage or driver’s room.
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Building Description
•
Five floors
•
Three typical floors
•
Three duplex penthouses on the fourth floor
Facilities
•
Two parking spots for each apartment
•
Three basements
•
One storage/driver’s room
•
Retail shops on the ground floor
Apartment sizes
•
Simplex: 220 and 240 square meters
•
Penthouse: 365 square meters  

With major shopping center, TSC, and the Rafik Hariri University Hospital as neighbors, the La Casa
Residence is situated in a prime location within the Jnah district of Beirut. The five-storey residential
building features two separate wings that house 16 spatially accommodating, modern simplex
apartments of 220 and 240 square meters in size. Perching atop the fourth and fifth levels is the
duplex penthouse, which is 365 square meters. Further facilitating day-to-day living are the varied
retail shops occupying the ground floor. To provide the ultimate in convenient amenities, there are
three basements and each resident is allotted two spaces in the private car park as well as one
storage room that can also be used to house a chauffeur.
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Building Description
•
Five typical floors
•
Two ground floor apartments with a private garden
Facilities
•
Two parking spots for each apartment
•
Three basements
•
One storage/driver’s room
Apartment sizes
•
225 square meters
•
230 square meters (plus 80 square meters private garden)
•
240 square meters

The five-story Tahiti Residence is the epitome of modern and convenient living for the contemporary
21st century family. Located next to the highway between the Camille Chamoun Sports City Stadium
and Rafik Hariri International Airport, it is constructed of two separate wings spanning five stories
high. Twenty sophisticated and roomy simplex apartments of 225 and 240 square meters in size
occupy each floor. However, in order to accommodate a variety of housing needs, additional two
ground floor apartments of 230 square meters each also each apartment features 80 square meters
private garden, perfect for outdoor family events like barbeques and picnics, and also an ideal,
safe environment for children to play in. Amenities add to the easy lifestyle at the Tahiti Residence,
including three basements and two private parking spots for each resident as well as a room suited
for storage or to house a driver.
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Building Description
Patriarcat Tower 482 is a medium-rise residential building, rising 14 floors and above ground
level.
1)

Residential Section:

The residential section of the building is presented over 14 floors, distributed in 2 blocks A & B:
a-

Small apartment Type A: 214 sqm

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 bedrooms – with built in closets and bathroom for both.
1 master bedroom – with built-in closets and private bathroom.
2 reception salons with 1 dining area
Spacious kitchen
Spacious balcony
Maid’s room with bathroom
1 Guest toilet
Flower beds

b•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
2)

Big apartment Type B: 258 sqm
2 bedrooms – with built in closets and bathroom for both.
1 master bedroom – with built-in closets and private bathroom.
2 reception salons with 1 dining area
1 living room
Spacious kitchen with laundry room
Spacious balcony
Maid’s room with bathroom
1 Guest toilet
Flower beds
Entrance lobby & Landscape area:

•
Two separate entrance lobbies have been created; one for each block in the project. The
modern interior reflects the high quality of the building, which can be seen through the design
and materials applied.
Patriarcat Tower 482 is located in the prestigious location of Batrakiyeh in Beirut city. Its proximity
to Solidere, Verdun, Hamra and Achrafieh is one of its biggest assets, as they are easily reached and
the Rafic Hariri International Airport is less than 15 minutes away via the highway. All of Beirut’s
amenities and all of Lebanon are readily accessible to Patriarcat Tower’s residents.
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3)

Parking Levels:

•
There are 2 underground parking levels to accommodate parking spaces for residents as
well as additional parking spaces for visitors.
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Location
Located in the upscale neighborhood of Ain el Tineh, Olive Residence is a walking distance from
the central district of Verdun, and not more than a 10 mns drive to anywhere in Beirut.
Its location is a few hundred meters from the shores of the Mediteranean Sea gives residents of
the building a view of the sea to the West and that of the surrounding mountains to the East.
Exterior Landscaping
Ideal Surroundings
With over 65% of the development comprising of water and plant-life, Olive Residence provides
a natural oasis to the surrounding landscape.
Water fountains, streams, grass and different types of plants and trees make Olive Residence
one of the greenest developments in all of Beirut.
Lobby Area
Our Idea Of First Impressions
Olive Residence’s large and spacious lobby area, with its marble floors and modern art decor,
serves as an elegant and luxurious first impression.
A colorful and bright entrance to Olive Residence’s world of luxury and light.
Interior Design and Finishing
Your Home: your Idealistic Canvas
Olive Residence’s minimalistic and high quality finishing makes designing your home a pleasure
not a duty. Large, uninterrupted off white painted walls allow the best indoor decorating and
artistic showcasing.
Giant, top quality glass windows allow the maximum amount of natural light to bring the life of
day into your home.
Apartment Sizes & Space
-450 to 900m2 of space, including four to five bedrooms per home, provides your family with
personal space and their own personalized bedrooms.
-Three reception areas, a dining room, and two large outdoor balcony spaces allows limitless
hospitality and entertainment.

YOUR IDEAL HOME BECOMES A REALITY...
Olive Residence is a medium-rise residential building located in the Ain el Tineh are of Beirut. Rising
17 floors and spanning over 3100 m2 of space. The Ultra luxurious building infuses instant beauty
and grace to Ras Beirut, and provides its residents with a living experience which rivals non other in
terms of comfort, space, location and grace.
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Building Specs:
-3rd Basement: 40 Cars Parking, Mechanical Rooms
-2nd Basement: 41Cars parking, Water Tank, Electrical Rooms, Apartment Stores
-1st Basement: 42 Cars Parking, Apartment Stores, Generator Room, Transformer Room
-Ground Floor: 2 Main Entrances, Main Lobby, Guards Rooms, 6 Elevators including 2 service
Elevators
-Technical Floor: Technical Areas, Escape Stairs, 2 vertical Circulations
-1st to 7th Floor: 2 Apartments per floor, 4 bedrooms, 6 bathrooms, Spacious Living Room,
Spacious Kitchen, Very wide Balconies
-8th to 15th Floor: 1 Apartment per Floor, 5 Bedrooms, 7 Bathrooms, 3 Reception Areas,
Spacious Living Room, Spacious Kitchen, Clear Sea View, Very wide Balconies.
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AMENITIES
Uplifted Lifestyle

Catering to a wide and varied customer base, Trillium Group is a leading real estate development
and construction company, having made its reputation by providing property owners with
efficient, top of the line, first class finishing, affordable homes. As leaders in the field, our
portfolio embraces completed and ongoing projects in Lebanon and North Africa, with plans to
venture into further markets in the near future and beyond.
As a result of our prodigious work ethic and providing a first class product as well as high quality
finishing backed up by unparalleled customer service, Trillium Group is a name synonymous
with excellence and dependability. We don’t just build properties we create homes.

The entire complex is beautifully landscaped and paved with many attractive external features.
Amenities within the complex include the following for the convenience and benefits of the
residents:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

A SCHOOL AND A KINDERGARTEN
A HOSPITAL, CLINIC AND A PHARMACY
POLICE AND FIRE STATION
RESTAURANTS AND CAFES
A MOSQUE, A FITNESS CENTRE
PARKS AND PLAYING FIELDS
2 SHOPPING MALLS

At a later stage 30 high-rise towers!

Building a city inside a city!
In North Eastern Iraq in the vibrant and dynamic city of Erbil, capital of Kurdistan, Mass Group Holding
and Trillium Group are working together to develop a magnificent residential and commercial complex
on a one million sqm land with beautiful landscaped surroundings.
The complex is located on Shorsh Street (Pirmam) at the start of the highway leading to Masif
Salahuldinne which is close to the airport, financial center, entertainment spots and commercial
centers.
A spread mixture of new detached villas and semi detached town houses numbering over 1,457 will
rise to beautify this community’s skyline. The villas vary in size from 240 sqm to 700 sqm. Included in
this new development are restaurants, cafes, two malls, schools, a hospital and eventually 30 high
rise towers will be built to overlook the city of Erbil.
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SALES&MARKETING
Trillium Holding has opened its sales & marketing offices in Erbil – Kurdistan Region in 2013
under one of its subsidiary companies i.e. Trillium Sales & Marketing to provide the expertise got
in selling and promoting real estate projects to the Iraqi real estate developers.  Our extensive
experience in different market situations (i.e. slow, stagnant, booming) taught us to adopt a
dynamic, flexible and progressive sales approaches throughout the project’s life cycle, selling
rates adjustment, selling volume increase or decrease, etc.
Trillium Sales & Marketing is handling now the sales and marketing of one of the leading project
in Erbil – Kurdistan i.e. Cihan City owned by one of the leading real estate development company
in Kurdistan i.e. Cihan Group. Trillium Sales& Marketing will continue to provide its services in
the Iraqi market effectively and efficiently.
Sales Services
•
Defining targeted categories
•
Preparing the project sales plans
•
Preparing project sales budgets
•
Developing and updating the
•
sales’ database
•
Linking sales' rates with the cash flow of the project's financial commitments
•
Developing sales tools and techniques
•
Setting up the inventory release strategy
•
Building up professional relationship with our business partners (i.e. Brokerage firms,           
freelancers…)
•
After sales-customer service: updating the customers with the project status, and
handling any objection which might occur.
•
Setting up a collection system in order to ensure a steady cash flow against the project
•
Updating the sales department with a periodic market knowledge
•
Competitors’ analysis
•
Creation of a steady enquiry engine: by participating in road shows, exhibitions, etc…
•
Intensive sales and marketing training to the concerned parties
•
Recruiting additional staff/positions to match the market/product need
•
Develop selling process required for each project
•
Define sales targets and sales commissions.
•
Provide adequate training and guidance on project prior to project launch
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Marketing Services
•
Defining targeted categories
•
Preparing the project marketing plans
•
Preparing project marketing budgets
•
Linking sales' rates with the cash flow of the project's financial commitments
•
Preparing media plans, selecting the best media channels required for the project
•
Project launching events, executing of advertizing campaigns and development of
advertising materials
•
Developing sales and marketing tools and techniques
•
Executing the marketing activities
•
Monitoring and controlling the execution of marketing activities
•
Closing marketing activities and determine lesson learned
•
Planning, directing, and coordinating various marketing activities of projects from
initiation to closure.
Additional Services
•
Research & Development
•
Sales & Marketing
•
Property Management
•
Financial Management
•
Selling and renting properties
•
Operation & maintenance
•
Safety & security
•
Servicing of all inquiries and complaints / customer service
•
Renovations / improvements
•
Financial services
•
Marketing administration
•
Legal and governmental affairs services
•
Mortgages
•
Others
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Located on the intersection of Kirkuk road and 120meters Street, Cihan City, one of the biggest social
housing projects in Middle East, offers everything a family needs under a single roof, proposes a new
lifestyle that reflects the general appearance of Erbil.
Cihan city consists of 16 residential buildings, encompasses 1404 simplex and duplex apartments,
built on 88,190m2 areas, offering a comfortable, peaceful and joyful life. A new world of living,
Cihan city offers a variety of choices, where everything is designed for your comfort and safety..
Amenities:
- Indoor & outdoor swimming pools
- Playgrounds,
-Gardens
- Piazzas
- Water channels and ponds.
-Parking space: Capacity of a total of indoor & outdoor 2,969 cars,
assigned 2 car parking spaces  per apartment.
- Mosque
- Shopping mall
- Kindergarten
-Primary school
- Sport center
- Movie halls
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Middle East projects
IRAQ
K-Span structures
Sky CT was the first company in Iraq to construct K-Span for the Air Force Center for
Engineering and the Environment (AFCEE) program. Durable, fast and easy to erect, K-Span is
an uncomplicated structure able to accommodate the fast moving Iraqi development. We have
a specialized, qualified and, most importantly, reliable team as well as our own MIC machines to
ensure that each job is done to the highest possible standards.

CONSTRUCTION

Trillium Construction
Trillium Construction is one of the leading construction firms in the Middle East and North
Africa, operating within more than 10 districts and areas throughout the region. Specifically,
we have completed projects in Afghanistan, Iraq, Guinea and Djibouti, and have established
offices in Beirut, Kabul, and Djibouti City. We focus on offering extensive engineering and
architectural services to a wide roster of clients in diverse international markets. Since taking
over the construction business ofTrillium Holding, Trillium Construction has been consistently
recognized for completing large and challenging projects in taxing conditions, always on
schedule and always meeting budget concerns.
From residential and office buildings, to clinics, schools, universities, training centers,
warehouses, military camps, fire and police stations, communication towers, ministries as
well as other government facilities,Trillium Construction manages to seamlessly incorporate
efficiency and professionalism in every one of its undertakings. The company also carries out
highly specialized infrastructure projects, including bridges and power plants, among others.
In addition to construction, we also employ an expert team to complete renovations as well
provide special supplies and logistic support.

Nukhayb
The goal of this project was to provide a scope of services for the planning, restoration and
development of a military base located in Iraq. The intent was also to provide specialized
facilities for the various military units stationed on the premises, all of which were constructed
using K-Span. Despite the security hazards and risks of working at the location, the construction
works were completed in accordance with the scheduling and budget specifications. We also
went above and beyond the client’s requirements in order to ensure the highest quality finishing
and use of premium products.

As part of our complete range of services, Trillium Construction also supplies pre-engineered
steel frames and panels for the on-site construction of schools, gymnasiums and other general
steel structures. We have the capabilities to erect mass-produced, pre-engineered factories,
warehouses, supermarkets, shopping malls, housing units, airports terminals, automotive plants
and office complexes to meet the varying construction needs of our clients.
Using the combined extensive experience and expertise of our employees, each of whom has
demonstrated excellence in their respective field, Trillium Construction has proven its unfailing
ability to turnaround even the most challenging of construction developments.
Our various projects, however, speak for themselves.  
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AFGHANISTAN

Police stations
Working with prime contractors that include the AFCEE as well as J7 and MNSTC-I, Sky CT
has been involved with the construction and renovation of police stations in various areas
throughout Iraq.
These projects include the following:
•
Al Saadoun – Local police station
•
Kanaquin – District police station
•
Al Khansaa – Local police station
•
Al Wehdah – Local police station
•
Al Muthana – Local police station
•
Al Karradah – Cadet training facility

South administration buildings and barracks
Sky CT has completed several projects in the north side district of Kabul at the Kabul International
Airport. Part of the development included the construction of four buildings to serve as
administration offices. The total built area amounted to 7,782 square meters, with each building
two stories high and constructed using concrete, steel, mortar and masonry.  
The barracks built by Sky CT are located at the North Side Contentment CONTAINMENT?] Area
(NSCA), also at the Kabul International Airport. Six, multi-purpose buildings were designed to
accommodate Afghan soldiers assigned to the area. Encompassing 2,000 square meters each,
the buildings are based on a post and beam structure with metal covered truss roofing.

Baghdad Police College (BPC)
Sky CT was commissioned by Laguna Construction Company, the prime contractor for the
AFCEE program, as a general contractor to undertake all construction works relevant to the BPC
project in Baghdad. Meeting all the specifications with uncompromising attention to detail, we
constructed seven warehouses, two barracks buildings, offices, storage units as well as facilities
for water treatment, showers and latrines.

Africa projects
GUINEA
MD1, MD2 and MD3
Since establishing offices in Conakry, Guinea in 1996, Sky CT has developed three commercial
towers. MD1 one is a residential, four-storey building consisting of a total area of approximately
1,200 square meters, with each floor containing one apartment. MD2, the second residential
complex, features six levels and has a total area of about 2,900 square meters. The first five
floors have two apartments each, while the sixth floor consists of a duplex apartment. The MD3
residential building is also six stories high and has a total area 2,730 square meters. The first,
second, and third floors each hold three apartments, while the fourth, fifth and sixth floors have
two apartments, with the seventh level reserved for the penthouse.
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CAMP LEMONIER

Trillium was selected as a prospective bidder by URS for the construction of the main dinning facility
DFAC at the main AFRICOM forces, for Camp Lemonier Base in Djibouti. The project envisages an
implementation process that involves the construction and development of a DFAC Unit, according
to a conceptual design framework providing essential regulatory controls, sustainability guidelines,
environmental impact assessment and green energy strategy. The building qualifies for LEED rating
and the total area for construction surpasses an area of 2500 Square meters. The project was
delivered in May 2012 and got The 1st Certified Silver Rated LEED Building in Africa for the US NAVY
Project: Main Dinning Facility (DFAC)
Location: Camp Lemonier, Djibouti
End User: AFRICOM
Duration: 18 months
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PETROFAC IRAQ BASE HEADQUARTERS - NORTH RUMAILAH
Trillium as a General Contractor expert in providing construction services of similar projects in Iraq
has delivered the project under the solicitation from PETROFAC.
Construction for accommodation facilities, offices facilities, multiple support facilities, site and earth
work, roads, landscaping, perimeter security, utility network, power generation, water treatment
and waste water treatment plants, control systems, data and cctv systems.
The project calls for a turnkey solution for Design, Engineering, Procurement, Construction, Testing &
Commissioning of a large scale Accommodation Facility as outlined by the general design guidelines
and preliminary drawings as provided by the ITB and the draft design.
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OIL AND GAS DIVISION

Today, Barekat Amal C.T O&G division has the support of over 100 local Engineers, plus the full  
support of the offices all over the Middle East and Africa.
Our connections with the Ministry of oil in Iraq, South Oil Company, and Missan Oil Company,
will help expedite all your needs on the ground. Solutions are not only mission-critical to
the customers’ processes and their value is far greater than their place in customers’ overall
investments. Our unique approach is based on an in-depth understanding of both processes and
client needs, enabling us to offer the most optimized solutions while lowering environmental
impact.
Based on our expertise in the O&G, our solutions can be applied throughout the complete
process, from upstream to downstream:
• With our teams on the ground, we can help with your design and planning from the start. Our
project managers are familiar with the Iraqi Terrain, also the local customs, tribal aspects, and
to be able to mobilize immediately. We have proved over and over again ,that we are aggressive
and dependable, and are your right partners when it comes to Infrastructure, Power plants,
EPC, ground Leveling, Man camps, water and waste treatments, civil works, piling, roads, pipe
lying and Life support.
• Transportation and Storage Depots, with our network all over Iraq and our trucks and logistics
officers, our capacity to serve you to move your products from one area to another is available.
We have the storage for these andcan assist all companies in even helping them set up in Iraq.
• Logistics. With our team of logistics officers all over Iraq, plus a team in UAE and Lebanon,
we can procure for all your needs. Our policy is when we have a procurement or delivery we
will ensure that our clients feel safe in the know how that his product with be delivered to the
quality he desires, and on the time he requested. This is done with our expert staff that has
many years experience.

Barekat Amal C.T’s Oil & Gas division focused on providing engineering and technical services to the
global upstream oil and gas industry. Our services are utilized by O&G companies during their planning
and development phase of oil and gas projects. Our clientele include O&G majors and national oil
companies. We develop innovative solutions for the E&P business, by leveraging on our core engineering
and techno-economic skills. We are helping our clients to achieve world class performance from their
assets by providing expertise, novel methods and tools to realize their maximum potential.
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• Equipment. Our history has shown us that without equipment on the ground and ready to
move now, we cannot give the quality of serve that our clients demands. Barekat Amal C.T has
the equipment that is essential for your success already in on the ground.
Barekat Amal C.T O&G business is a proven leader on the ground in Iraq. With the team in
place to start working now, our local contacts, our know how of the terrain, our success
which will be transferred to our partners, we are confident we will deliver a service second
to none.
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A joint venture called Trillium International is created to present itself in the plan of obtaining
franchises in the Middle East and the African continent.
Trillium International has established a real estate and construction company headquartered
in Beirut Lebanon that implements construction and developments projects in Lebanon, Iraq,
Afghanistan, Djibouti and Morocco for major corporations and customers. The Group also has a
service arm that extends to all sectors of retail industry, from fashion to restaurants and coffee
shops.
The Joint Venture is named Trillium International. Some of Trillium International ’s owners can
be traced back to a small family business that was established 100 years ago in Senegal. The
owners are the 3rd generation in Africa, they were born and raised there as a result they are well
aware of the culture, values, social characteristics and can speak the local language.
Moreover, Trillium International partners have a general trading activity of over 17 factories
established in Senegal, Angola, Cameroun, Ivory Coast, Nigeria, Ghana, Kenya, Mozambique,
South Africa, Malawi, Uganda, Zaire, Zambia, and Tanzania. Their activities vary from toothpaste,
Cosmetics, plastic bags, mattresses, hair extension, furniture and leaning products.Trillium
International employs over 18,410 employees.
Due to these trading activities Trillium International  has established a strong distribution channel
all over Africa and is capable of mobilizing staff in a quick and efficient manner.
We are experienced in the food industry as we worked in the import of poultry, milk, and other
food products to Guinea. Other than food products, Trillium International’s brands include the
exclusive distribution rights to Smart perfumes and Cosmetics from Turkey to Angola, which is a
leading manufacturer of cosmetics, air fresheners, wet wipes and diapers.
We also have businesses all over the world comprising of, real estate, construction, and
manufacturing. These businesses employ an additional 1,000 employees.
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Trillium Mining exists to develop innovations, techniques, methods and technology, which may
improve the productivity, competitiveness, safety and environmental impact of the mining
industry in the African market.  
Trillium Mining enjoys contributions to mining technology research and for its peer leadership
in problem solving collaboration as a member driven and managed organization.
For those connected to the mining industry, the value of Trillium Mining lies in understanding
the inherent value of membership access to existing mining technology research which is
available to you now. Trillium Mining archived research reports contain information that can
guide your current efforts and save you time, which might otherwise have been taken chasing
low-potential concepts.
Trillium Mining is available to provide quality technical expertise for ore body characterization,
operational support, growth initiatives, and project development for different commodity
areas.
Trillium Mining technicians, metallurgists, engineers and geoscientists have experience in
operations or mineral exploration and mining. Using our technical strength and operations
experience enables us to deliver practical and successful flow sheets and processing solutions.

Trillium Energy is active across the entire energy value chain: power generation and production.
Trillium Energy is a power producer in the African market. We established an Energy Solutions
business, to explore alternative energy solutions.
Our asset base is currently balanced between the power business and between emerging in
established markets. We have rigorous health, safety and the environment standards, and seek
continuous improvement in everything we do.
The goals of our Energy Solutions are to develop innovative technologies and build a platform
for future young energy leaders to create a sustainable economy.
We offer the renewable energy engineering and consultancy to households and businesses that
are considering or wish to integrate renewable energies. We are also pleased to be able to
supply a number of environmentally responsible building materials alongside the renewable
energy systems that we offer.
We offer a renewable energy consultancy to comprehensively assess your site for renewable
energy potential. We are then able to offer you advice with regard to which renewable energy
best suits your unique location and needs  whether it be solar thermal, hydro electric, solar PV,
wind power, biomass or a combination of any of these, we have the experience to specify the
correct solution for you. Our high quality systems provide the most appropriate services so that
get the final target of your specific renewable energy solution.
This business area has global responsibility for developing alternative and advanced technology
solutions for energy production and generation. We aim to introduce new technical concepts
to our work, enabling us to realize alternative energy projects and to improve operations and
working practices.
Our Energy Solutions will invest in alternative energy generation projects such as wind, solar,
geothermal, waste-to-energy and hydropower, as well as unconventional fossil-fuel projects
such as shale gas and using CO2 for enhanced oil and gas recovery.
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SIERRA LEONE REAL ESTATE
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GROSVENOR
INVESTMENT
CORPORATION

SIERRA LEONE REAL ESTATE

Set in a strategic geographical area of Regent Grafton Road, in Freetown, the newly built,
Grosvenor Industrial Park is the perfect location for companies seeking warehouses that can
satisfy all your companies’ needs for today and the future.
With perfect infrastructure, 24 hour security, electricity and accessibility to the capital and main
highways to major cities in the country, this location is exactly where your company needs to be
to be part of a thriving future in Sierra Leone.
Hangar Details
- Hangar size: 1000m2 (50mx20m)
- Roof Type: double sloped, single ridge
- Ridge Height: 6.7m
- Useful Height: 5m
Specifications:
- 24 Hours Security
- 24 Hours Electricity
- Gated Industrial Park
- Great Location
- Attractive Investment options
- Great prices
- Quick Delivery
- Easy Access
- Investment Options: Buy or Lease
- Safeguarded by a specialized security team with watch towers and all required monitoring
systems.
Trillium Holding has established a real estate development company in Freetown Sierra Leone
under Trillium International company with the affiliation of Grosvenor Investment Corporation to
start developing, constructing, selling and promoting new real estate projects. For this purpose,
the Company has acquired in 2013 three lands in Sierra Leone and started with one project i.e.
Grosvenor Industrial Park in Grafton road in Freetown.

TOKEY LAND

Company Address:
4, Wilberforce Street. Freetown – Sierra Leone-Mobile: 00232 77 222224- 00232 79 00090

GOADERICH LAND

Grosvenor industrial park address:
Regent Grafton Road, Grafton, Freetown in the Western Area of the Republic of Sierra Leone
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Coming soon

Coming soon
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CSR
Trillium Development is continuously trying to partake in corporate social responsibility (CSR)
activities in order to give back to our community and encourage a positive impact on our
environment.

THE RED CROSS
CSR
The Lebanese Red Cross (LRC) is part of the Red Cross and Red Crescent socieies, whose projects
and services are targeted to the most vulnerable and needy people in our community, as well as,
any person in need of help; since our goal is to alleviate and minimize the sufferings of people.
In Lebanon the Red Cross Fund is highly dependent upon donations and the annual fund raising
campaign which is held during the month of May. These donations help maintain the services
which LRC offers and contributes to all of the organizations activities.
The Lebanese Red Cross (LRC/ Tyre branch) covers the city of Tyre and 72 other villages in the
South and is run by its President, Muzayane Ajami, who is the energy and effort behind it all.
The local committee consists of 122 volunteers who constitute the general assembly and the
administrative mini-committee.
For several years the LRC departments occupied rented space. In 2006, the Lebanese government
granted the LRC/Tyre branch a land to build their own establishment. LRC had to find sponsors to
support such a project that would bring together all of the various LRC sections under one roof
to improve and better our services and coordination. The International Federation of Red Cross
and Red Crescent Societies and private donations financed the construction of the building. The
ground floor contains 5 different clinics including 1 dental clinic and a pharmacy. The dental clinic
was generously donated and totally equipped by Mustapha Ahmad of Trillium Development,
who felt a need to back a project that would provide for a special need to the community.
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CSR

TH NENEONATE FUND
BALSAM

Balsam - the Lebanese Center for Palliative Care is a non governmental organization that provides
free medical services and psychosocial support to patients living with terminal illness.
Their work focuses on relieving suffering and improving the quality of life of patients and their
families through some of the most challenging and difficult times of their lives
Friends of Balsam organized a Fundraiser at SKYBAR on Monday the 11th of September 2012.
Trillium Holding supported Balsam's and invited so many of its clientel and friends to support
Balsam work while having fun during a night to remember in Lebanon's most prestigious
rooftop venue and place to be this summer. In addition to great music, food and ambiance, enjoy
a fashion show, a tombola and a silent auction of work by Iraqi artists Dia Azzawi and Jawad
Salim. Contribute to our cause and help us provide services to more families who need us around
Lebanon.
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Trillium Development is continuously trying to partake in corporate social responsibility (CSR)
activities in order to give back to our community and encourage a positive impact on our
environment.
Let us introduce to you The Neonate Fund affiliated with AUBMC- a charitable initiative by 5
mothers whose newborns required immediate medical attention. They know how devastating
this experience can be and are dedicated to assisting less fortunate families to ensure that all
newborn babies get the adequate medical care, regardless of their families? financial, religious,
ethnic or social backgrounds.
Each year in Lebanon, around 8,500 babies are admitted to Neonatal Intensive Care Units upon
delivery. These babies are born either too soon or too sick to survive on their own. They require
special care in well-equipped and expertly staffed facilities. Unfortunately, many of these babies
come from underprivileged families that cannot afford to pay for such care- care that is crucial
for their survival.
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CSR

CSR

JOUZOUR LOUBNAN

THINK PINK
Reforestation constitutes a vital challenge for Lebanon. As part of its Corporate Social
Responsibility, Trillium Development has joined Jouzour Loubnan Forestation Program
Where it shall help Jouzour Loubnan into adding “One m² of a newly created forest for each m²
Trillium Development Clients are buying.”
Jouzour Loubnan shall issue a certificate of Reforestation of Lebanon for Vermehlo Clients as
a proof of their contribution with Trillium Development in the process of expanding the green
areas in the country. Each bought up SQM shall help adding a One SQM of green space
Jouzour Loubnan is a Non-Governmental Organization that has Planted 32.000 trees in Ouyoun
El Siman - Kfardebian, Chabrouh - Faraya, Ehmej, Aynata – South Lebanon, Akoura & Tarchich with
a survival rate over 90% to-date. Maintained, irrigated & protected all the trees planted. Financed
a laboratory for seed germination and conservation at USJ - Faculty of science. Conducted
awareness campaigns through forestation campaigns, seminars, exhibits and through media
coverage
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Being a company who care, Trillium Development and as part of its CSR mission has been the
Gold Sponsor for Think Pink fund raising event which is an event against the fight for Cancer.
Think Pink is a group of young men and women who organize events to help fight breast cancer.
Think Pink have been inspired by witnessing first hand the struggle many woman are faced with
when fighting this disease and our foremost goal is to create awareness and educate both men
and woman about it.
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LIST OF PROJECTS
COMPLETED PROJECTS - IRAQ

LIST OF PROJECTS
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Location

Client

Project Name

Baghdad

C APE

Strip & Refurbish Bldg 3514

Baghdad

C APE

Re furbish Bldg 35112

Baghdad

C APE

Auditorium - Building 3444

Baghdad

I TSI FOB

Justice

Baghdad

I TSI FOB

M ishtal

Baghdad

I TSI FOB

H onor Utilities

Baghdad

I TSI Diesel

Fuel Camp Honor

Baghdad

I TSI Trailers

Phoenix Base

Baghdad

T ETRATECH

A rab Jabour LPS

Baghdad

T ETRATECH

A

Baghdad

T ETRATECH

A l Madain LPS

Baghdad

T ETRATECH

A l Salaam LPS

Baghdad

L AGUNA

C onvoy Area - Liberty Pool

Baghdad

L AGUNA

C PATT Building

Baghdad

T ETRATECH

C linic Level1 SITE 3 - SITE 9

Baghdad

L AGUNA

F ire Station IZ

Baghdad

L AGUNA

J NOC

Baghdad

L AGUNA

A DNAN Palace

Baghdad

L AGUNA

B PC (Baghdad Police College)

Baghdad

L AGUNA

M OI-NCSCF

Baghdad

L AGUNA

Weapons ID

Baghdad

M NSTCI

Abu Ghraib Youth Center
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LIST OF PROJECTS
COMPLETED PROJECTS - IRAQ
Location

Client

Project Name

COMPLETED PROJECTS - IRAQ
Location

Client

Project Name

Baghdad

M NSTCI

W hite Gold Village School

Baghdad

M NSTCI

Taji National Depot

Baghdad

T ETRATECH

A l Dora / Al Rasheed PS

Baghdad

M NSTCI

Phoenix Base Convoy Area

Baghdad

T ETRATECH

C ID 1

Baghdad

M NSTCI

M OI Force Protection

Baghdad

L AKESHORE

N ational Maintenance Facility

Baghdad

N ATO

N ATO Bunkers

Wasit

I TSI

Dabuni Local PS

Baghdad

T ETRATECH

B ab Al Sheikh PD HQ

Wasit

I TSI

A l Hulat Local PS

Baghdad

T ETRATECH

Ha y Al Amil LP

Wasit

I TSI

A l Izza Local PS

Baghdad

T ETRATECH

A l Karada PD HQ

Wasit

I TSI

A hrar Local PS

Baghdad

T ETRATECH

R usafa

Wasit

I TSI

A l Aziziyah District

Baghdad

T ETRATECH

A l Masbah Station

Wasit

I TSI

A l Balda District PS

Baghdad

T ETRATECH

A L Nahdad TP

Wasit

I TSI

A l Beshir Local PS

Baghdad

T ETRATECH

A L Yarmouk Station

Wasit

I TSI

B adrah Local PS

Baghdad

T ETRATECH

A lkhansa LPS

Wasit

I TSI

A l Aziziyah Local PS

Baghdad

T ETRATECH

SA’ADOUN PS

Ambar

I TSI

H 3 KSPAN

Baghdad

T ETRATECH

A lmuthana Dist PS

Rustamiyah

L AGUNA

I MAR Dental Clinic

Baghdad

T ETRATECH

A l Wheda PS

Rustamiyah

L AGUNA

I MAR Barraks

Najaf

T ETRATECH

N

Baghdad

T ETRATECH

A ldora LPS

Diyala

T ETRATECH

K anaquin Dist PHQ

Baghdad

T ETRATECH

Salmon Pak LPS

Basra

L AGUNA

I ED BASRAH

Baghdad

T ETRATECH

A lSadiyah PS

Baqubah

T ETRATECH

N ew Baqubah LPS

Baghdad

T OLTEST

K arrada Police station

Nukhaib

T ETRATECH

N ukhaib KSPAN

Baghdad

T OLTEST

K arrada Training School

Normandy

T ETRATECH

N ormandy Buildings

Baghdad

T OLTEST

I CTC Project

Normandy

T ETRATECH

Guard Towers
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LIST OF PROJECTS
SOME COMPLETED AND ONGOING PROJECTS - OTHERS

COMPLETED PROJECTS - IRAQ
Location

Client

Project Name

Location

Client

Project Name

Kabul

A MEC

B uildings Phase II KMTC

Kabul

U NOPS

Ghazi Boys High School

Kabul

A MEC

L ife Support Maintenance

Kabul

A MEC

Water work treatment

Diwaniyah

T OLTEST

B alda District PHQ

Diwaniyah

T OLTEST

Summer Patrol PS

Kabul

A MEC

D ry Storage Containers KMTC

Diwaniyah

T OLTEST

D iwaniyah Local PS

Jalal Abad

DYNCORP

Jalal Abad Perimeter Wall

Diwaniyah

T OLTEST

Ghammas Local PS

Herat

U SACE

H erat Expansion

Diwaniyah

T OLTEST

A fak District Police HQ

Herat

U SACE

S

Kandahar

U RS

K andahar Air Corp Detachment Phase II

U RS

Phase II Warehouse, Gym & SA

Diwaniyah

T OLTEST

D

Kandahar

International Zone

T OLTEST

R iver Patrol IZ

Kandahar

U RS

Ha nger Maintenance Facility Phase 3

Tikrit

T OLTEST

G ensets

Bamian

U SACE

Faculty Education Bamiyan

Parwan

U SACE

Faculty Education Parwan

Al Madaen

I TSI AL

Ma daen PS

Jawzjan

U SACE

Faculty of Higher Education

Bayji District

T ETRATECH

B ayji District JCC

Balkh

U SACE

Faculty of Higher Education

Old Mutawakil

T ETRATECH

Old Mutawakil LPS

Faryab

U SACE

Faculty of Higher Education

Djibouti

U RS

L ife Support Contract

Dijlah

T ETRATECH

D ijlah LPS

Djibouti

U RS

N ew Galley Project Phase 1 & 2

Kabul

I TSI

South Admin Bldgs - Kabul International Airport

Kabul

I TSI

Multi Purpose Barraks

Al Moutassem

T ETRATECH

A l Moutassem LPS

Al Amain

I TSI

A l Amain PS

Various Locations

VARIOUS

H esco Wall
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Kabul

I TSI

N SCA Buildings

Kabul

A MEC

O
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LIST OF EQUIPMENTS
EQUIPMENTS AVAILABLE - PILING
Equipment Name

Type

Capacity

Qty

Remarks

1

Torque

81kNm

4

Torque

BC40 (Bauer)
B C32 (Bauer)

90

Bored Piling Rig

B G36/40 (Bauer)

1

Bored Piling Rig

B G36 (Bauer)

36 T-M

2

Torque

Bored Piling Rig

B G30 (Bauer)

30 T-M

1

Torque

Bored Piling Rig

B G28 (Bauer)

28 T-M

4

Torque

Bored Piling Rig

B G25 (Bauer)

25 T-M

4

Torque

Bored Piling Rig

B G24 (Bauer)

24 T-M

2

Torque

Bored Piling Rig

B G15 (Bauer)

15 T-M

3

Torque

Bored Piling Rig

B 250 (Casagrande)

25 T-M

15

Torque

Bored Piling Rig

B 180(Casagrande)

18 T-M

1

Torque

Bored Piling Rig

B 170(Casagrande)

17 T-M

4

Torque

Drilling Rig (CFA/Kelly Bar)

B 125 (Casagrande)

Bored Piling Rig

B G14 (Bauer)

14 T-M

1

Torque

Bored Piling Rig

B G9 (Bauer)

9.34 T-M

1

Torque

Bored Piling Rig

B G7 (Bauer)

7.4 T-M

3

Torque

Hydraulic Drilling Rig

C 6 (Casagrande)

Piling Rig & Crane

P&H 85P-80C

40 Ton

5

K obe

Piling Rig & Crane

P&H 60P-45A

35 Ton

4

K obe

Piling Rig & Crane

A merican 5299

50 Ton

1

C rawler

Crane

American

40 Ton

1

Crawler

Crane

Lorrain

40 Ton

1

Crawler

1

5
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EQUIPMENTS AVAILABLE - PILING
Equipment Name

Type

Crawler Crane
Crawler Crane
Crawler Crane

Capacity

Qty

Remarks

H itachi - U106ASL

3

C rawler

P&H - 320H

1

C rawler

P&H - 315

1

C rawler

Crane

Tadano

30 Ton

1

Mobile

Crane

Grove

22 Ton

1

Mobile

P&H Truck Crane

P&H - T200

3

M obile

Kato Truck Crane

K ato - NK360B

1

M obile

Crawler Crane

KH150-3 (232-118)

4

Crawler Crane

K H180-3 (242-1601)

4

Crawler Crane

CX500(243-2156)

7

Crawler Crane

7055-1 (Gb000002)

5

Crawler Crane

K H500-3 (254-0282)

1

Crawler Crane

7100-1

4

Crawler Crane

7150

7

Wheel Loader (Log Fork)

C aterpillar - 950

1

Wheel Loader

C aterpillar - 950

1

Wheel Loader

C aterpillar - 966C

3

Rough Terrain Crane

K ato - KR20H

Pedestal Crane

P

15 Ton

1

Bored Pile Rig

T RO 186/10

10 T-M

1

Torque

Bored Pile Rig

T RO 186/12

12 T-M

1

Torque

Piling Rig

T RO 186/8

8 T-M

1

Torque

1

LIST OF EQUIPMENTS
M obile

EQUIPMENTS AVAILABLE - PILING
Equipment Name

Type

Capacity

Qty

Remarks

Crane Mounted Boring Rig

T RO 22/11

11 T-M

1

Torque

EQUIPMENTS AVAILABLE - PILING
Equipment Name

Type

Capacity

Qty

Diesel Hammer

K obe 35

3.5 Ton

2

Leaders

Suspended D30

1

Leaders

Suspended D46

1

Leaders

Fixed D30

1

Drilling Rig

Terra

BSP

1

Concrete Pump

Schwing 250

Mobile Boring Rig

Sterling

8 T-M

1

Concrete Pump

Schwing 1500HDR-20

25 Cm/Hr

3
1

Continuous Flight Auger (CFA) RIG

Sanwa D60-K

4.8 T-M

2

Torque

Concrete Pump

Schwing 2000HDR-20

2

Continuous Flight Auger (CFA) RIG

Sanwa D80-K

5.8 T-M

4

Torque

Hydraulic Excavator With Vibrohammer

H itachi - Ex400LC

1

C rawler

Concrete Pump

Schwing 2000HDR

2

IHC Hydraulic Hammer

S70

1

Vibrohammer

M F G50

50 Ton

Vibrohammer

A PE 150

70 Ton

Vibrohammer

I CE 216

Vibrohammer

Tunker V40.05

Vibrohammer

Concrete Pump

Nova

1

Concrete Pump

C allaghan SV-715

70 Cm/Hr

3

3

Generator Set

P erkins/Stamford

200 Kw

1

40 Ton

1

Generator Set

C at 3306

135 Kw

3

40 Ton

1

I CE 1423C

70 Ton

1

Generator Set

C at 3304

90 Kw

1

Vibrohammer

I CE 14RF

70 Ton

1

Generator Set

Westco

57 Kw

1

Vibrohammer

416 JJM

80 Ton

6

Light Tower

Tripower

7 Kw

1

Vibrohammer

I CE 416

80 Ton

7

Compressor

Atlas Copco

740 Cfm 1

Vibrohammer

I CE 815

120 Ton

3

Compressor

Atlas Copco

325 Cfm 2

Vibrohammer

P TC 20H

40 Ton

1

Vibrohammer

P TC 30H

100 Ton

1

Lowbed

Simo PN604 SLD1260

100 Ton

Diesel Hammer

D elmag D22

1

Diesel Hammer

D elmag D30

2

Diesel Hammer

D elmag D46

Diesel Hammer

K obe 25

92

2.5 Ton

1

Bentonite Tanks Incl. Mixers & De-Sanders

1
3

Concrete Mixer

Winget

1

1

Hydraulic Jack For Testing

P iston Dia 530MM

1000 Ton

2

6

Hydraulic Jack For Testing

P iston Dia 400MM

800 Ton

1
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EQUIPMENTS AVAILABLE - PILING
Equipment Name

Type

Capacity

Qty

Diesel Hammer

K obe 35

3.5 Ton

2

Leaders

Suspended D30

1

Leaders

Suspended D46

1

Leaders

Fixed D30

1

Concrete Pump

Schwing 250

Concrete Pump

Schwing 1500HDR-20

25 Cm/Hr

3
1

Concrete Pump

Schwing 2000HDR-20

2

Concrete Pump

Schwing 2000HDR

2

Concrete Pump

Nova

Concrete Pump

C allaghan SV-715

70 Cm/Hr

3

1

Generator Set

P erkins/Stamford

200 Kw

1

Generator Set

C at 3306

135 Kw

3

Generator Set

C at 3304

90 Kw

1

Generator Set

Westco

57 Kw

1

Light Tower

Tripower

7 Kw

1

Compressor

Atlas Copco

740 Cfm 1

Compressor

Atlas Copco

325 Cfm 2

Lowbed

Simo PN604 SLD1260

100 Ton

Bentonite Tanks Incl. Mixers & De-Sanders

EQUIPMENTS AVAILABLE - MECHANICAL

Concrete Mixer

Winget

1

Hydraulic Jack For Testing

P iston Dia 530MM

1000 Ton

2

Hydraulic Jack For Testing

P iston Dia 400MM

800 Ton

1

EQUIPMENTS AVAILABLE - PILING
Equipment Name

Type

Capacity

Qty

Hydraulic Jack For Testing

P iston Dia 300MM

500 Ton

3

Hydraulic Jack For Testing

P iston Dia 350MM

500 Ton

1

Hydraulic Jack For Testing

P iston Dia 330MM

400 Ton

Hydraulic Jack For Testing

P iston Dia 250MM

300 Ton
20 - 30 Ft

2

Work Boat
Flat Top Barge, 50’ X 150’ X 10’
Steel Sheet Piles

94

1000 Ton
350 Ton

Type

Capacity

Qty

Remarks

Bulldozer

Cat D&H

2

Wheel Dozer

Cat 824C

1

Side Boom

D8

2

Side Boom

D6

1

Side Boom

Cat 583

Trencher

Cleveland S320

48”

1

Excavator

C at 225

2.5 Cum

2

C rawler

Backhoe

Hitachi UH122

1

Crawler

Backhoe

Poclain 60 CKB

1

Crawler

Backhoe

Atlas

1

Tyre

Frontend Loader

J cb/Cat

3

Tyre

Wheel Loader

Cat 950

2 Cm

2
2.6 Ton

1

P&H Kobelco

40 Ton

5

Crawler

Crane

P&H Kobelco

35 Ton

4

Crawler

3

Hydraulic Crane

Grove RT522

22 Ton

1

M obile

1

Hiab Truck

A m Corp M813

4 Ton

3

Truck W/Crane

N issan

3 Ton

2

Truck Tractor

Mercedes 2624

Truck Tractor

Mercedes 1924

3

Tower Crane

1

Crane

2
Ap cc-1, 2 & 3

Equipment Name

1
3

Speed Boat

LIST OF EQUIPMENTS

Pipe Trailers
Flatbed

2
1
30 Ton

Farid 40

2

Tyre

1
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EQUIPMENTS AVAILABLE - MECHANICAL
Equipment Name

Type

Bulldozer

Cat D&H

2

Wheel Dozer

Cat 824C

1

Side Boom

D8

2

Side Boom

D6

1

Side Boom

Cat 583

Trencher

Cleveland S320

48”

1

Excavator

C at 225

2.5 Cum

2

C rawler

Backhoe

Hitachi UH122

1

Crawler

Backhoe

Poclain 60 CKB

1

Crawler

Backhoe

Atlas

1

Tyre

Frontend Loader

J cb/Cat

3

Tyre

Wheel Loader

Cat 950

Tower Crane

Capacity

Qty

Remarks

1

2 Cm

2
2.6 Ton

1

Crane

P&H Kobelco

40 Ton

5

Crawler

Crane

P&H Kobelco

35 Ton

4

Crawler

Hydraulic Crane

Grove RT522

22 Ton

1

M obile

Hiab Truck

A m Corp M813

4 Ton

3

Truck W/Crane

N issan

3 Ton

2

Truck Tractor

Mercedes 2624

Truck Tractor

Mercedes 1924

Pipe Trailers

2
1
30 Ton

Flatbed

LIST OF EQUIPMENTS

Farid 40

2

Tyre

1

EQUIPMENTS AVAILABLE - GROUND IMPROVEMENT

EQUIPMENTS AVAILABLE - MECHANICAL

Type

Capacity

Qty

Crane

C rawler - Kobelco

150 Ton

3

Crane

C rawler - Fushon

150 Ton

4

C rawler - Fushon

80 Ton

2

55 Ton

1

Equipment Name

Type

Capacity

Qty

Flatbed

Comellas

30 Ton

2

60 Ton

1

Crane

Lowbed

Remarks

Equipment Name

Lowbed

W itzco Challenger

80 Ton

1

Crane

C rawler - Fushon

Lowbed

Simo PN604 SLD1260

100 Ton

1

CPT Truck

Mercedes Benz

3

9

Loader Shovel

Cat 950

3

Telehandler

Jcb

3

Grader

Cat

1

Pickups
Station Wagon

Toyota

Electric Generators

GM

250 Kva

2

Electric Generators

C aterpillar

163 Kva

3

Electric Generators

L ister

25 Kva

2

Impact Roller

B rooms

8 Ton

2

Compressor

CP

365 Cfm

2

Impact Roller

B rooms

12 Ton

4

Compressor

Broomwade

250 Cfm

1

Compressor

Airman

125 Cfm

1

Generator Set

200 Kva

2

Welding Machine

D iesel

400 Amp

25

Welding Machine

E lectric

400 Amp

5

Tig Welding Set

B oc

Tig Welding Set

M iller

4

L uncton

400 Map

2

Pick Up

Jmc

3/4 Ton

4

5

Service Truck

Mercedes Benz

5

Diesel Tank

M itsubishi

3000 Gallon

Miller

2

Lathe

Ornnar Skinner

1

Bevelling Machine

C RC

2” - 26”

5

Bevelling Machine

P rince

2” - 16”

2

1/2” - 3”

96

P ort

Welding Machine

Hi-Frequency Stabiliser

Pipe Bending Machine

Stat

A sab

1

Diesel Tank

D ihatsu

1200 Gallon

Water Tank

L ocal Made

5000 Gallon

Vibro E 55

B

41

1

Vibro E 38

B

5

12

Vibro

CEP

3

12

97

EQUIPMENTS AVAILABLE - FUTURE WILL
Equipment Name

Type

Capacity

Qty

Side Boom

C aterpillar (D-283 & 271)

N os

13

Diesel Welding Machine

E sab & Lincoln SAE-400

N os

120

Crane

Tadano, Kato, Coles, & PH

N os

21

Trailer

Tadano, Kato, Coles, & PH

N os

16

Twin Arc

C aterpillar

N os

4

Low Loader

Scania

Nos

4

Excavator

Scania

Nos

34

Dozer

D-7 & D-8

Nos

18

Shovel

K awasaki & Komatsu

N os

25

Grader

Komatsu

Nos

18

Internal Clamp

C hinese (10” & 16”)

N os

6

External Clamp

D

N os

40

Nos

50

D

N os

14

Nos

25

Tractor
Lorry With Mounted Crane
Generators

Nos

65

Truck Mixer

Mercedes

Nos

18

Concrete Plant

120 Cubic Meter / Hour

N os

3

Long Vehicle

M ercedes & Scania

N os

14

Pick Up Truck

N issan, Mitsubishi, Toyota

N os

50

Containers

98

99

Verdun Street, Verdun 730 Center,
5th Floor, Beirut-Lebanon
T: +961 1 782 287
F: +961 1 786 65
E: info@trilliumholding.com.lb
wwww.trilliumholding.com.lb
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